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1. Introduction
It is generally recognized that the primary factor limiting the barrier 
efficiency for reducing noise is the wave diffraction at the top of the 
wall. Often the surface of the wall is treated with absorptive material, 
and the diffraction is somewhat reduced, thereby incr은asing the barrier 
efficiency. However, it has been recognized that the proper choice of the 
barri은r top shape could incr요ase the barrier efficiency considerably. 
Various shapes have been proposed, including T-shape, Y-shape, U-shape and 
th코ck. wall, the last one actually representing the building or earth berm. 
St코：LI the double-wall barri은r is most preferred over any other shape, and 
considerab고e work has been devoted in to determine its r단al advantag으 （】■ ,2）. 
However> the use 。호 double-wall system is often too costly, and sometimes 
the site topolozy may not permit easy installation of such system.

The purpose of this study is to develop alternative shapes to the double
wall system, which costs less while preserves the same eff코ciency as the 
double-wall. In fact, the Y-shaped and U-shaped barriers may be regarded 
as such 은s・ However the width and the depth of the shape must
be chosen properly if it w色r얀 to produce similar efficiency as the double
wall . In this study, th은 range of proper d은pth of the U-shaped barri연r 
was determined in relation w코th the width based on the wave theory of d코f- 
fraction and reflection. The results were then compared with the exper코一 

mental results. Th은 two were found to be in good agreement. Also the 
improved perfermance of double-wall, as compared to the single wall, was 
demonstrated both theoretically and experimentally.

2. Theoretical development of double-wall diffraction
The theory of double-wall diffraction may be formulated based on the single-
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wall diffraction theory. Pierce(^) developed an analytical formulation of 
wave field diffracted by the wedge-shaped boundary by using a contour inte
gral 코n complex plane. His integral formulation takes a numerically solv
able asymptotic form when the source and the receiver are located at dist
ances large compared to a wavelength from the wedge edge. For the case of 
a point source, the asymptot코c approximation takes the following form.

pdiff
eik(rQ + r) eiir/4 r , 、r~7F~峑(縉+%(頌]

A<](X)

rs + r

= sign(X) [f(|찌) - ig이히)]

(1)

Here f(X) and g(X) ar은 the auxiliary Fresnel functions, and the parameters 
X나. are determined by the coordinates of the source and the receiver as well 
玮 the wedge angl은, It is not intended to giv은 their full expressions here. 
However, in the limiting cas은 of zero wedge angle, i.e., a thin screen, they 
take the fol고。wing sample forms.

2pX_j = -2 / ± / A(rs+r)
cos -興

2

Here 入 is the wavelength, and F코g. 1 shows the coordinate relations used 
in this pap은We limit the case to the two-dimensional problem in which 
both the source and the rec은iver are in a plane intersecting with the wal고 

normally. However, this can be readily extended to the more general case 
of arbitrary source and receiver locations as treated by Pierce.

The parameter X may be understood as an ind코cat:or of the proximity of the 
receiver to the shadow boundary. For large X, that 코s, wh은n the receiving 
point is well within the shadow region, Eq. 1 leads to the KellerTs formula
tion, however, Eq.1 displays a functional continuity cross코ng the shadow
boundary . This is a desirable property in dealing with th은 double-wall 
since, as will be shown, the acoustic behavior of a double-wall is deter
mined by wave components both in th은 shadow region and at the shadow 
boundary.

Fig. 2 shows s얀veral possible wave paths inside the double-wall with a 
finite depth. It should be noted that if the depth becomes infinite, only 
the primary wave exists. It is the purpose of th호s pap은r to assess the 
eff은ct of finite depth as compar은d to th은 infinite case. Although only 
the two lowest orders of reflections are shown in Fig. 2, ih얀re could be 
an infinite number of such reflections, of wh코ch i-th order of x•은fleeted

Fig, 1. Single-wall coordinates. Fig. 2. Propagation paths in a double
wall ・
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wave propagates an effecLiv은 path-고은ngth given as follows.

Li = /(2h)2 + [(2i - l)a]2
(3)

The primary wave path-length inside the double-wall is denoted by Lo = a. 
Both the primary and the reflected waves are diffracted by the second wall 
once again before reaching the receiving point. Such secondary diffrac
tions can be treated by a similar fashion as for the single-wall case 
discuss은d by Eq. 1, except now that the incident wave . itself is a diffract
ed one. The original point source, upon diffracted by the first wall, forms 
an equivalent line source a고。ng the top of th온 first wall, each point of 
which may be regarded as a point source. Thus the individual wave path 
inside the double-wall undergoes another diffraction by the second wall 
before rea* ing the receiving point, and the total field at the r은c은iver 
may b운 expressed as the summation of doubly diffracted wave components.

p = j pdouble 3, 8)= 〉-으務■- [Ad(BY+)+ Ad(BY_)]

PI (r, 6)=
eik(匸 s+L+r) 
rs+L+r

으浮- [Ad(X+)+ Ad(X_)]

X土

B

2七心) 

X(rs+L+r)

2 /2(5)匸 

/ X(rs+L+r)

/l (rs4-L+r) ~
(rs+L) (r+L)

The primary wav얀 (i=0) corr은sponds to Lo=a and aQ= —— , and represents 
the biggest contribution.

3. Numerical results and experiment
Eq. 4 represents the asymptotic approximation of the double-wall diffracted 
wave field, and is in a readily solvable form by a digital computer. As 
the reflection order becomes higher, the diffraction angle decreases (Fig- 
2). Thus, apart from the primary wav은, the series in Eq.4 in코totally di
verges due to the increased amount of diffraction with the decreasing 
diffraction angle. However, for still higher orders of reflection, the 
propagation distance giv은n by Eq, 3 becomes sufficiently large, and the 
decrease in wave strength du으 to this becomes more important than the in
creasing diffraction, eventually resulting in a convergence of the series. 
When 100% of reflection by the walls and the bottom is assumed, the conver
gence begins to take place around the 8-th order of reflection for the case 
of geometry discussed below. Hbwev횬r, 코n order to increase the converging 
efficiency as well as to simulate the more realistic case, we assumed 99% 
of reflection in this study. It should be noted that the commonly used 
cement structure has typically several percent of sound absorption charac
teristics for most of the frequency range of traffic noises.

Fig. 3a shows the r은lativ은 deviation of the wave strength, as compared to 
the infinitely deep couble-wall cas은, for various values of the depth to
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Fig. 3. Relative devi
ations of IL of double 
wall with finite depths 
a오 compared to infini-* 
tely deep case.

the bottom. The frequency, as well as the wall geometry, were chosen such 
that they would permit the comparison of the numerical results with the 
scale-model experimental results discussed later. Three curves 코n this 
figure correspond to three differ얀nt values of double-wall separation. The 
fluctuations occur mainly because of the interferenc얀 between the primary 
and the reflected waves. The zero deviation corresponds to the infinite 
depth, and all the curves show a g얀！!으ral tendency of deer은asing deviation 
with increasing depth, indicating that they will ev은ntuaLLy approach to the 
zero deviation as would be expected. It is also noted that the curve for 
smaller separation of walls displays less deviation. Generally speaking, 
however, deviations can be said to be within 브 dB for the range of depth 
larger than the separation of the corresponding double-wall. This conclu
sion may not be generaliz은d to other frequencies. For example, Fig. 3b 
represents similar curves for 20 kHz wav은, displaying singnificantly larger 
fluctuations than the previous one. Since the net effect of doubl은一wall 
diffraction and reflection depends not only on double-wall geometry, but 
also on the sou匸ce-rec은iver relations, any simple conclusion as to the fre
quency effect on the double-wall performanc은 may not be poss코ble・ At this 
point, we can only conclude that the acoustic property of an infinitely deep 
double-wall may well be approximated by the same wall with th은 depth larger 
than the separation of the walls within +1 dB for most of the frequency 
range of interest.

A scale-model experiment was performed to verify the theory. A 30 cm high 
model-barrier, with 10 cm separation betw은en walls, was constructed with 
9 mm thick gypsum board, and was installed inside a large anechoic ch皿b은 

Both the source and the receiver sides of the floor w은re covered with the 
gypsum board as well in order to simulate the actual ground conditions. 
It was found that the gypsum board we us은d has aa absorption coefficient 
of about 0.01 for the frequency range employed in this study, namely between 
3 kHz and 20 kHz. A p。코nt source was construct은d using a stainless con은 and 
pipe. Fig. 4 shows the experimental s은t~up schematically.

The measuring microphone was installed on a rail carriage, allowing th은 

continuous measurement:오 of spatial distribution of sound. F코g・ 5 shows an 
example of measurement taken at a fix얀d position, whil은 sweeping frequencies, 
for three different depths to the bottom. This figure r은presents the rela
tive deviation of barrier insertion loss for each of the finite depth as 
compared to the reference depth case, which is 30 cm de으p・ It is noted
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Fig. 4. Schematic diagram of experimental set-up
that apart from th은 frequency-dep슨nding small fluctuations, the deviations 
for the 20 cm and 10 cm depth cases are clustered around the 0 dB abscissa, 
meaning that the double-wall performance is practically independent of the 
depth as long as the bottom is deeper than the separation of the walls. On 
th은 other hand, the double^wall structure with no depth, i.e. a thick wall, 
reveals somewhat reduced insertion loss as compared to the hollow structure 
This is mainly due to the increased efficiency of diffraction around the 
flat top surface.

For the completeness of the study, we compared the double-wall performance 
with that of the single-wall, both theoretically and experimentally. Fig. 
6a shows the measured excess insertion loss d은fined by

A IL 다 IL (double-wall) - IL (single-wall) (5)
Fig. 6b shows corresponding value오 obtained theoretically. Apart from small 
peaks appearing in Fig. 6a, these two f코gures show a remarkable simi고 

in their general characteristics. Especially the periodically appearing 
large peaks and dips (indicated by arrows in the figures) are almost 
exactly coinciding, and they actually represent the constructive and 
destructive interferences between the dir은ct: and ground-ref 1 얀cted wav얀s・ 
Because of such interferences, the double-wall performance appears to be 
inferior to the single wall p点formanc은 in some frequency ranges where 
the excess insertion loss becoiaes n은gative. However, this is not th은
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Fig. 5. Relative deviations of 
insertion loss of double-wall with 
three different depth(h) compared 
to that of 30 cm depth, (a) h - 20 cm, 
(b) h 누 10 cm, (c) h = 0 cm.

Fig. 6. Excess ins는rtrion loss of 
double-wall over single-wall, (a) Mea
sured result, (b) Calculated result.
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(The source and r운c으:luer ar으 located at distance of 1.5 m from the barrier 
respectively)
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intrinsic problem of the doubl운一wall system, and it can be said that for 
the geometry employed in this study, double-wall displays at least 5 dB 
higher insertion loss than that of the single-wall. The lack of the small 
peaks in Fig. 6b, as compared to Fig. 6a, is simply because the frequency 
increment was taken with a finite step in numerical analysis, Taking this 
fact into account, w얀 conclude that the double-wall theory developed here 
can w은11 be used in predicting the barrier performance in actual situations.

4. Conclusion
The doubl은一wall theory developed in this study, based on the sing고e-waLL 
diffection theory as wdLl as on the geometrical reflection theory inside 
the double-wall cavity, has proved to be a re고iab고e analytical tool in 
predicting barrier performance in actual situations. The theory was used 
in establishing a working relation botwe운n the wall separation and its 
d얀pth. It was shown that th은 depth to th윤 bottom comparable to the wall 
separation would b은 sufficient in preserving th은 performance of the double
wall structures. Thus, for example, instead of constructing 3 m h코gh two 
walls, one may construct a 2 m high single-wall with alm w코de and 1 m 
deep U-shaped structure on top of it. This would save a considerable cost 
in both material and installation.

One problem inherent to the barrier is that it may aggravate noise problem 
for certain frequency ranges due to th은 constructive interference between 
the direct and the ground-refleered waves. Our study showed that the 
double-wall barrier can alter the int은rference pattern considerably, to 
the extent that for some frequency ranges, the double-wall performance is 
actually worse than that of the single-wall. This finding suggests the 
possibility of preventing the im고ortaiit: frequ은ncy portion of the noise from 
falling into the constructive interference region, or even improving the 
insert:코on loss by effectively shifting the frequency band to the destructive 
interference region, by proper choices of double-wall geometry.

A major factor we did not considered in this study is the air absorption. 
This may modify the analytical results somewhat. However, it is believed 
that the general conclusion of this study should still be valid.
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